Tom J Coleman
Rock Community Centre
Blarney Street
Co. Cork
An Bord Pleānala
c/o Ms Jennifer Sherry
64 Marlborough Street
Dublin 1
D01 V902.

28th May 2018
re:

Your ref: ABS-300690-18
Planning Application No.: 1737279
Applicant's Name:
Moneda Developments Limited
Development address:
The Former Good Shepherd Convent site
Convent Avenue and Buckston Hill
Sunday's Well, Cork.

Dear Ms Sherry
Thank you for your letter of the 9th May 2018 in which you give me the opportunity to comment on the observation
sent to you by Mr Andrew Sullivan on the 13th February 2018.
I am the chairperson of the action committee elected to represent the residents of Sunday’s Well and Blarney Street,
who are concerned about this development. I, and the action committee, fully endorse Mr Sullivan's excellent
analysis in his observation and supported by his video clips which were taken over a number of days, which we
consider normal for evidence of this kind. Mr Sullivan's analysis gives more specific information on points made by us
in our protest dated 22nd November 2017 and our appeal dated 16th January 2018, and we fully support it. We trust
that the Bord will give this endorsement from us the weight it deserves.
Our comments are made in this letter and the accompanying three annexes which are an integral part of this letter. The
annexes are:
Annexe 1. Comments on the use of the TRICS database in the EIAR;
Annexe 2. A short description of additional dash cam video footage;
Annexe 3. Dash cam video footage on a USB stick.
In further amplification of Mr Sullivan's comments we submit the following 11 points to the Bord's attention:
1. As pointed out in our protest of the 22nd November 2017, and our appeal of the 16th January 2018, the low traffic
predictions made in the EIAR (p. 110) are based on a one-shot study taken on a day (26 th October, 2016) reporting
traffic figures which look strangely low to residents familiar with the area. In fact, there is a wide variation in daily
traffic in this area and a sample frame with confidence intervals would give a more representative estimate, allowing
planners to evaluate 'best' and 'worst' case scenarios. Data from a one-shot study is basically a 'lucky guess'.
2. A review of the way the TRICS database was used is enclosed as Annexe 1. The conclusion is that the TRICS Good
Practice Guide (2016) is not adhered to and the analysis is not compliant with the Guide, especially with regard to the
use of out-of-date data and arbitrary site selections. On examination of the 'compatible sites identified' in Appendix O
of the EIAR it appears that despite the claims of 'careful selection' in the EIAR, the only filtering carried out on the
database was that they selected all surveys on the database between the years 2000 and 2015 and eliminated surveys
which were carried out at weekends (Saturdays and Sundays).
The simple request from Niamh O'Brien at Cork City Council [Letter, Niamh O'Brien, TP 17/37279, 7th April 2017] for
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'the version of TRICS database being used as well as the details of the developments being used to form the trip
generation information' has gone unheeded. We can only conclude from this that giving such details would make the
prediction work in EIAR look unconvincing and we have carried out a brief such survey ourselves, presented in Annexe
1. Ms O'Brien was absolutely correct in requiring this data. Our conclusion is that there is zero evidence provided to
support the relevance of any of the sites listed in the EIAR Appendix O.
It is clear that the NRA guidelines on auditing have not been complied with.
Thus (1) the analysis does not follow Best Practice Guidelines (TRICS, 2016) and (2) the NRA guidelines on auditing
have not been complied with. We regard these as two of many serious deficiencies in the proposal. Despite the fact that
the application by Moneda is for 234 apartment units, the traffic analysis predictions are based on a figure of only 202
units.
3. Sunday’s Well is the primary route from the north side of Cork city and county for staff and students of major
institutions such as UCC, CIT and national and secondary schools in the city. As the university and CIT do not have
formal attendance times for lectures and seminars, etc. for the summer and city schools close for mid-term and annual
holidays there is a marked reduction in traffic in the area.
This is a brief reprieve from the far higher volume of traffic experienced in this community, especially during the
dark months of the year as presented in dash camera footage submitted with Mr Sullivan's observation of 12th
Feb 2018. It should also be noted that the seasonal closure of UCC Music Dept. at the former St. Vincent’s Church on
Sunday’s Well Road reduces some pressure on street parking along Sunday’s Well Road. However this reduction is
offset by increased traffic from tourism.
While the number of individual vehicle trips generated by UCC, CIT and schools is temporarily reduced it is replaced
by a significant increase in tourist traffic during the summer months. The Cork City Gaol which borders the proposed
development site on Convent Avenue is the single biggest tourist attraction in Cork City and so generates significant
private vehicle, tour coach and the hourly Open Top Tour Bus traffic as well as large number of school children's
outings.
4. As stated in the Observation by Mr Sullivan, the roads in the Sunday’s Well area are steep and very narrow falling
well below the minimum road width standards required for two-way private vehicle traffic as set out by the
DMURs. Long stretches of Sunday’s Well Road, Convent Avenue and Strawberry Hill are too narrow to accommodate
two-way private vehicle traffic and operate only as an informal contraflow system and are entirely unfit for larger
vehicles and HGVs. Traffic in the area is routinely brought to a standstill by tourist coaches and the open top tour bus as
can be seen in the dash cam footage and photos attached to our observation. We enclose a recent picture of the traffic
tailback at the top of Strawberry Hill, which is a routine occurrence.

Traffic tailback at the top of Strawberry Hill, May 2018.
The progress (or otherwise) of the Open Top City Tour Bus as it drives west along Sunday’s Well Road to the Cork City
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Gaol highlights the true nature of the local road network which, contrary to the claims made by Monda throughout the
EIAR is predominantly single lane and entirely unsuitable for either increased private vehicle and especially
HGV traffic.
On-street parking is remarked upon as a feature of these streets in the EIAR. The local community fear that attempts by
Cork City Council to ameliorate this situation will result in a drastic reduction of available parking space for the
existing local residents. This will be in direct contradiction of the Local Government (Planning & Development) Act,
1963 section 26 which requires that the car parking needs of the existing residents must take priority in any new
development of the area. As is acknowledged by Cork City Council's own survey, 85% of the residents in this area
rely on a car, and given the existing population demographic, the poor level of public transport provided, and the steep
gradients of the roads throughout this area, restriction of available car parking would impose a significant hardship on
the existing residents. Inhabitants of Buxton Terrace, along the Sunday's Well Road, have been informed by Cork City
Council that planning permission for off-street parking in front of their houses can no longer be granted because it will
seriously interfere with traffic flow along the Sunday's Well Road.
5. We request that the Board consider the safety of both the local community and pedestrian tourists en route to the Cork
City Gaol in an area where the footpaths are grossly inadequate and no road crossings are provided. We refer to the
Cork City Council Traffic Report of 7th. April 2017 which despite the reduction in the number of units at the
proposed development, still recommends refusal of planning permission.
6. At less than 4300mm wide Convent Avenue can only accommodate single way traffic. City bound traffic must stop at
the top of the hill on the corner directly outside the entrance to the former Good Shepherd Site to allow north bound
traffic to drive up Convent Avenue. We attach a short movie clip in Annexe 3 (Friday 18th May 2018) which clearly
shows how a single bus completely blocks the entire road on Convent Avenue.
7. Existing traffic congestion around the site entrance combined with several hundred additional vehicles will result in
gridlock on Convent Avenue and inevitable tailbacks inside the proposed development. In the event of a fire or medical
emergency in the high rise blocks proposed by the developers, Emergency Services Vehicles will be unable to access
the site. We note that the opinion of the emergency services in Cork has not been sought by Cork County Council and
fear this may well be because such an opinion will be negative and pessimistic from a health and safety viewpoint.
8. We draw the Bord's attention to the emissions produced by larger vehicles such as the Open Top Tour Bus as they
struggle up the steep inclines of Convent Avenue and other local roads and to consider the pollution that would be
generated by the 6000+ HGVs estimated for the construction phase of the proposed development. To expose the
residents of this quiet community to such levels of air and noise pollution would pose a serious threat to the health
and well-being of the community.
The developers have proposed to locate a crèche in the former gate lodge at the entrance to the former Good Shepherd
Convent. This proposed crèche will be located in the middle of traffic congestion and inevitable tailbacks at the sole
entrance to the site. As a result, children attending the proposed crèche will be subject to potentially harmful levels of
air and noise pollution and subject to unacceptable risk due to the substandard footpaths throughout the area.
In the past year a new crèche has been opened in the Community Centre near the top of Strawberry Hill.
The crèche is located on a severe pinch point on Strawberry Hill where the road is reduced to single way traffic at all
times. Strawberry Hill was already subject to unsustainable levels of traffic which is further exacerbated as parents pick
up and drop off children at the new crèche. The proposed development at the former Good Shepherd Convent will force
hundreds of additional vehicles onto Strawberry Hill, causing massive congestion and posing a serious risk to
pedestrian safety in an area where the footpaths, where they exist at all, are universally substandard.
9. We bring to the Bord's attention that there are also additional video sequences of driving in this area which are
available on-line and which complement Mr Sullivan’s graphic presentations in Annexe 3, all demonstrating the
narrow roads and steep gradients in the area. These can be found at http://gsc-cork.uxs.ie/video.php.
10. The proposal to site 3-5 storey units in the grounds of a listed, Victorian convent is both inappropriate to the
heritage of the area and detrimental to the architectural integrity of the listed buildings and is in direct contravention
of Chapter 9 of the Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021, specifically Objective 9.32. We are concerned that Cork
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City Council has seen fit to set aside many of the requirements in the Cork City Development Plan which is a legally
binding document.
11. The former Good Shepherd Convent site has formed an integral focus of the local landscape of Sunday’s Well and
Blarney Street for generations. The large area of open space with its many trees and architectural landmarks has been a
beautiful, if recently neglected, area of natural resource for the entire community. The site is surrounded on three sides
by hundreds of family homes, many of which are centuries old and all of which have enjoyed the views over the
Convent grounds for generations. Many local dwellers also recall making use of the grounds as children with the
permission of the sisters of the Convent. The proposed development will not only breach section 9.40 of the Cork City
Development plan but should also be considered in the light of the high court judicial review judgement of Ms. Justice
Dunne (2010) who upheld a Bord Pleānala refusal to grant planning permission for a large housing development in
Bishopstown, Cork, on the grounds that 'the proposed apartment development would result in the loss of the greater
part of this landscaped area....which contributes to the visual character of the area' in contravention of Policy NHR 11
(Case ref: 2009 No. 92 JR).
It should be noted that this case was taken jointly by An Bord Pleānala, local residents associations and Cork City
Council. Senior legal advice has suggested that this judgement may well be used by the local community as a precedent.
In conclusion, of the 44 conditions which are imposed on the proposal by Cork City Council in their conditional
acceptance of the proposal by Moneda Developments Ltd., many are vague and lack time-lines and it is difficult to see
how they will be enforced, leading to breaches of the Cork City Development Plan, inability to create realistic traffic
management plans, and lack of enforcement. That Moneda have accepted such conditions without demur in their appeal
suggests that they will be happy to bring their own interpretations to these conditions at their own time. Any conditions
imposed should be satisfied before permission is granted or Moneda should be required to demonstrate how in
practice they will be satisfied so that compliance can be monitored.
All the above issues have been raised variously in the Appeals and Observations to An Bord Pleānala this year and in
objections to Cork City Council in 2017, of which over 100 were received by Cork City Council. However, since
Moneda Ltd. feel at liberty to constantly re-iterate their own position we feel it is important to make the observation that
Moneda's presentation of these issues is misleading and will be found in the upshot of events to be without foundation
and that the whole proposal as it stands will be seen as a danger to Cork city.
Yours sincerely

Tom J Coleman
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Annexe 1: Comments on the use of the TRICS database in the EIAR
We note that traffic congestion in the area of Cork city and the impact of additional traffic from the proposed
development are outlined in several observations on the proposal, including the observation by Mr Sullivan.
This proposal, as with most such applications, have Traffic Impact Assessment Reports which produce trip generation
figures using the TRICS (Trip Rate Information Computer Systems) database. There is a growing body of peerreferenced, published research that suggests that the figures produced using TRICS are on the low side, and often
misrepresented either by ignorance of good practice or perhaps by design. This may have given rise to the publication
of the TRICS Good Practice Guide in 2016. This guide produced by the TRICS Consortium claims “1.2 The aim of this
document is to provide guidance to users of TRICS® so they may undertake good practice when using the system” (p.3).
It provides 41 pages of advice on good practice.
However, there is little evidence from the data provided that the trip generation figures produced in the EIAR adhere to
the Good Practice Guide. The EIAR presents zero evidence that the data selected is comparable with the Good
Shepherd Convent location. This raises serious concerns on the reliability and validity of the trip generation figures
produced .
The EIAR Chapter 8, Transport claims that the Transport Assessment was prepared in accordance with the NRA
Guidelines 2014. The introduction in 8.2.1. says:
“This transport assessment has been prepared based on the principles presented in the Traffic and Transport
Assessment Guidelines prepared by the National Roads Authority (now Transport Infrastructure Ireland) in
May 2014)”. Pg 102
The Traffic and Transport Guidelines 2014 provides guidelines on producing Traffic Impact Assessment reports which
produce projected trip generations for a development “an anticipated trip rate profile can be obtained from databases
such as the TRICS (Trip Rate Information Computer System) database. Although it must be demonstrated that the
survey sites selected are compatible with Irish conditions”. ( p.17)
The TRICS Database comparable sites are in Appendix O of the EIAR report
(http://planning.corkcity.ie/idocsWebDpss/ViewFiles.aspx?docid=148678&format=jpeg (p.595-629).
We comment on 1. the compatibility of the sites / surveys selected, and 2. the level of auditing the report has received.
1. Compatibility of Sites/Surveys Selected
As we know, the GSC site is located in a highly populated area outside of but on the edge of Cork city, on the side of a
steep hill so that any movement away from the site involves going up or down large gradients. Local transport provision
is extremely low and the area is known to present a difficulty for the Cork cycling plan because of the narrow road
widths and steep gradients.
We use the 'schedule of the comparable sites identified within the TRICS database for developing a suitable trip rate' in
Appendix O of the EIAR (p111) to examine the 'careful selection' of sites that is said to have been carried out for this
analysis. On examination of the 'compatible sites identified' in Appendix O it appears that this 'careful selection' may
have been over-stated. The only the filtering on the TRICS database that was carried out seems to have been that all
surveys on the database between the years 2000 and 2015 were selected, and the only surveys that were eliminated were
those carried out at weekends (Saturdays and Sundays).
There are therefore a number of sites included in the selected sites that are not compatible with Irish sites nor are they
compatible with this development. Outstanding examples of such mismatches are AG-03-A-01 7 (detached bungalows
in Angus in Scotland) and LN -03-A-03 (22 semi-detached houses in Lincoln):
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AG-03-A-01 7 (detached bungalows in Angus in Scotland)

LN -03-A-03 (22 semi-detached houses in Lincoln)
The NRA guidelines recommend that as an alternative “a trip generation survey of a similar site of Census Data can be
used to estimate trip rates” (p.17) yet these figures include 4 surveys (NY-03A-03, 06, 07 and 11) from
Boroughbridge, North Yorkshire where the last population census 2011 is 3,500. These are hardly compatible with
Cork City.
There is little evidence from the data provided that the trip generation figures produced with the EIAR adhere to the
Good Practice Guide. To demonstrate lack of compliance we will outline six instances of non-compliance with the
recommendations in the TRICS Good Practice Guide:
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(a) Version of TRICS Used
“2.2. There is no set rule against using an earlier version of the system. However, users should always aim to
use the most up to date version” (p.4). There is no indication which version of TRICS was used to obtain this
data and whether it was the on or offline version.
(b) Default Date
“7.2. In TRICS 7.3.1, the minimum date cut - off is set by default to 01/01/08, i.e., 8 years prior to its release
date, rounded down to the first day of the calendar year” (p.12). There are a number of surveys included in this
data that are outside the default date. 65 of these surveys have a date range of 2000 to 2007. As there have
been many changes both demographically, economically and socially since 2000 we question the rationale for
including such a large number of older surveys.
(c) External Factors
TRICS acknowledge external factors may affect figures produced: “20.15.External demographic and
economic factors not present in TRICS may influence trip rates by varying degrees across land use categories
and trip rate calculation parameters” (p. 40).
One of the characteristic features of the GSC site is that it it situated on the side of a hill, that the roads leading
to and from it are narrow with many pinch-points with steep gradients, and that the pedestrian routes where
they exist are in serious disrepair. In addition, the site straddles two of the three major routes into Cork from
the West and lack of public transport in Cork (there is no underground service and poor local bus services)
means that there is an over-emphasis on car use in Cork. These facts have not been taken into account in
violation of the Good Practice Guidelines.
(d) Parameter Selection
“17.8. Although TRICS can provide information showing the site selection criteria applied when calculating
trip rates, it does not show the reasons why such criteria were applied. This is the sole responsibility of the
data supplier, who must ensure that the reasons behind all selections made using TRICS are explained in full
to the data recipient throughout the report. Failure to provide such reasons might be regarded as an attempt to
mislead the data recipient.” (p.34)
There is no information as to how or why the surveys used in this report were used to produce trip generation
figures. There is no indication of the parameters input for data selection e.g., dates, number of units, date
range, location or sub- category. Were any surveys automatically or manually deselected? It is the
responsibility of the data supplier to provide this information and raises questions as to whether there may have
been an attempt to mislead the data recipient, in this case, Cork City Council. We note that requests from Cork
City Council for further information have not been forthcoming.
There are also some inexplicable exclusions. For instance, DL-03-A-05 is not included though it meets the
same parameters as other surveys included. Was it deselected? Why does it not appear in the report?
(e) Compatibility of Selected Sites
It is vital that sites selected to produce data are compatible with the proposed development as both the NRA
Guidelines and The TRICS Good Practice Guide 2016 acknowledge. The Good Practice Guide gives very clear
instructions regarding the importance of site selection and the importance of compatibility
“4.5. The most important data fields in terms of site selection compatibility are the main category and subcategory location types. Sites in a town centre with good local public transport accessibility will naturally, as
a rule, achieve a different type of modal split to a site in the countryside without any public transport. Mixing
sites which are clearly incompatible in a set for trip rate calculation could lead to the production of
misleading trip rates. A general guide to compatibility by main location category is shown in the table below”.
(p.6)
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In this EIAR, 6 of the surveys used are Neighbourhood centre and one is free standing. These are not
compatible with Edge of Town Centre where the GSC grounds are located. (p.16)
Many of the sites used are possibly compatible but they do require further investigation. However the
following sites appear to be definitely in-compatible as they have good access to public transport which is not
the case with the GSC site. Site comments are located on http://www.trics.org/residential_results.aspx which is
where many of the following comments come from.


AG-03-A-10, site comment “There are both rail and bus links to the site offering frequent departures
to Aberdeen, Edinburgh and local villages”.



BN-03-A-01, site comment “Cockfoster's Tube station is 0.5km to the north-east of the site”.



CA-03-A-02, -04 sites comment “Thorpe Road. Railway lines are just to the east of the site (heading
north-west and south-east), with Peterborough rail station a short distance to the north-east. There are
bus stops available close to both vehicle access points”.



DL-03-A-08 is 1.3km from Dalkey DART station (personal observation).



HO-03-A-01 site comment “There are also Underground stations in the local vicinity”.



HO-O3-A 02 also close to underground (personal observation).



KI-03-A-01, site comment “Norbiton Rail is located approximately 300m away”.



KI-O3A- 02 is a 3 minute walk form Norbiton Station (google maps).



KN-O3-A-01 is Kensington and Chelsea in the greater London area, well served by public transport
(personal observation).



PK-O3-A-O1, site comment “The site is located 0.5 East of Perth Rail Station and there are good bus
links via the A93”.



WE-O3-A-O1, site comment “The site is also located within close proximity to Bayswater tube
station”.



WF-O3-A-O1, site comment “There are bus, tube and train stations all located nearby”.

This is particularly relevant as the Transport and Mobility report of Cork City Council (31 st March 2017)
recommends that permission be refused as:
“the Former Good Shepherd Convent site in Sunday’s Well is well located close to Cork City centre,
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however it is not located in an area of good road infrastructure. In particular pedestrian network
and public transport links are poor offering little alternative to the car for most trips.
There is also no public transport service in the general area with the nearest services in Shankiel
Road and Western Road being well beyond the recognised acceptable distance for walking to public
transport services”.
The TRICS Good Practice Guide 2016 (p.7) recommends:
“4.7. In the first instance, it is recommended that users include sites across location types that are possibly
compatible, and then examine the individual site locations in more detail using facilities such as Google Maps,
before refining the dataset further based on visual location”.
Clearly this has not been done with this report in obvious violation of the Good Practice guidelines.
(f) Irish Sites
Again good practice has not been adhered to for Irish sites either.
One of the surveys used DN-03-A-02 Glenfin Road Ballybofey, Donegal (7 detached dwellings) is not
compatible with the proposed development not just because of the size but also location which is questionable.
The site description states “This residential site is located off the main route of Glenfin Road (R252) and to the
North-east of the River Finn and the Northwest of Ballybofey Town. Local developments close to the site
include other residential properties, a hotel as well as a business park. This site has the one access point off
Glenfin Street and when previously surveyed there was a total of five houses which has now increased to
seven.”.

(googlemaps.ie)
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This picture clearly demonstrates that this survey is not compatible with the development in Cork city although
the location types are possibly compatible according to the Good Practice Guide.
Incidentally, this site appears for a second time in the TRICS database under a “previously surveyed” which
leads to a survey in 2010 DN-03-A-01. This was categorised as Location: Neighbourhood Centre (PPS6 Local
Centre) Location Sub category: Village. ” The site description states: This site is located at the western edge of
Ballybofey. Glenfin Street heads south-east into the centre of Ballybofey and west through the countryside. The
site has a single access for all modes off Glenfin Street. Further residential development is located to the south
of the site (although most homes were unoccupied at the time of the survey), across Glenfin Street. Open land
is also nearby”.
How can surveys taken in towns like Roscommon with a Census 2016 population of 5,867 be included and
classed as compatible with Cork city with a population of 125, 657? The same could possibly be said of all of
the Irish surveys included in this report.
2. Auditing the Report
The NRA guidelines state that the “Traffic and Transport Assessment should be written as an impartial assessment of
the traffic impacts of a scheme” and “the level of detail to be included within the report should be sufficient to enable an
experienced practitioner to be able to follow all stages of the assessment process and to reach a similar set of results
and conclusions” (p.16). From the data provided it is evident that the level of detail does not permit an experienced
practitioner to follow any stage of the assessment process. Furthermore it is questionable that if best practice is followed
that a similar set of results and conclusions would be reached. We note that the simple request from Niamh O'Brien
[Letter, Niamh O'Brien, TP 17/37279, 7th April 2017] for 'the version of TRICS database being used as well as the
details of the developments being used to form the trip generation information' went unheeded.
Our simple preliminary analysis indicates that further investigation may completely undermine all of the claims made
by Moneda.
The TRICS Best Practice Guide 2016 in 1.6 states
“Recipients of TRICS® data need to be assured that the data has been produced in accordance with the
guidance contained within this document. It is, therefore, the responsibility of all TRICS® users to ensure that
full details of how the data was obtained, and clear indications of what the data represents, are provided to
data recipients” (p.3)
To our knowledge Cork City Council do not have access to the TRICS database system and therefore have no way of
checking the reliability or validity of the data provided with this EIAR. The analysis presented in the EIAR has
therefore not been audited by an experienced professional, nor have Moneda demonstrated openness with regard to how
it was carried out. We can only conclude that the traffic data presented in Chapter 8 of the EIAR is intentionally
incomplete, leading to a misleading interpretation.
Conclusion
Traffic prediction is in no way a precise science. This observation is a commonplace. But in the present analysis, there
is zero evidence cited why any of the sites mentioned in Appendix O have any relation at all to the characteristics of
the Good Shepherd Convent site.
For all of the reasons above we believe the trip generation figures produced in this Traffic report are questionable and
cannot be relied upon to predict the impact of this development on an area already experiencing heavy traffic
congestion. Mitigation measures or plans cannot be assessed unless there are open, transparent and reliable trip
generation figures.
The committee is grateful to Anne and Angela Kirkpatrick for the painstaking analysis that has laid bare the unfounded
claims made in the EIAR Chapter 8.
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Annexe 2. A short description of additional dash cam video footage
These video clips clearly show that the road network in this old, residential area is entirely incapable of
accommodating the huge increase in private vehicle traffic the proposed development will likely create (Annexe 1
demonstrates the lack of precision in the current EIAR on this issue). The local streets are narrow, lined with parked
cars and exceptionally steep.
As such they do not meet the minimum standards for two way private vehicle traffic as set out in the DMURs document
let alone the thousands of HGVs required during the construction phase.
This proposed development will bring traffic in this already severely congested area of the city to a standstill,
generating huge levels of air and noise pollution and destroying the quality of life for this long standing family
neighbourhood.
The local community fears that attempts by Cork City Council to impose traffic controls will result in a drastic
reduction of available parking space for the existing local residents. This will be in direct contradiction of the Local
Government (Planning & Development) Act, 1963 section 26 which requires that the car parking needs of the existing
residents must take priority in any new development of the area.
Clip 1: North Mall west bound Behind Tour Bus
This clip was taken at 3.45pm on Thursday 24th May, a low traffic time. Note the long tail back of traffic following
single bus.
Heavy congestion and long delays at multiple pinch points on Wises Hill & Sunday’s Well Road. On this entire road
section from North Mall to the entrance to the proposed development a single HGV, bus or other larger vehicle requires
the entire available width of the road. Two way traffic is entirely impossible. For long sections of this road even two
private vehicles cannot pass and a contraflow is in permanent operation. This footage provides proof that the entire road
network is totally inadequate for 2 way private vehicle traffic - directly contradicting the claims made by the developer.
We also ask that the Board and the Inspector study this film and consider how and cyclist could expect to make this
journey in any degree of safety. Aside from the traffic both sides of Sundays Well Road and Convent Avenue are
constantly lined with parked vehicles and should anyone open a car door a passing cyclist would have absolutely no
chance of avoiding a collision or of being pushed out under passing vehicles.
The suggestion that this road can accommodate the thousands of HGVs that the developer has admitted will be required
for the four year construction phase or the several hundred additional private vehicles the residents of the proposed
development will generate is without foundation in reality.

Clip 2: Strawberry Hill to Sundays Well Behind Bus
This single tour bus requires the entire road width of Convent Avenue up to Strawberry Hill to pass. Contrary to the
delusions of the developers and Cork City Council Planning Dept. two way traffic flow is not possible. Traffic coming
down Strawberry Hill turning east onto Convent Avenue cannot pass, especially on the blind, 90 degree corner of the
junction.
There is no public footpath on this section of the road and it is too narrow to accommodate one. On the lower section of
Strawberry Hill there are a number of private homes that open directly onto the hill. There is no public footpath so the
residents are exposed to significant risk when leaving or entering their homes. The massive increase in both
construction and private vehicle traffic the proposed development will generate and unacceptable risk for these existing
residents.
You can see that Strawberry Hill is an exceptionally steep gradient so the possibility of brake failure by any of the
thousands of HGVs the developers propose to divert down this residential hill could have catastrophic consequences.
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At this low traffic time it takes this single vehicle 30 seconds to make the easy left turn onto Shanakiel Road.
Any attempt to turn right (west bound on to Shanakiel) would completely block the east bound traffic coming from
Apple on Hollyhill. This is a blind junction which is subject to long lines of static traffic during rush hour and high
speed traffic in off peak hours.
From the junction of Shanakiel Road and Sunday's Well Road east bound to Convent Avenue - please note the
prolonged pinch point which restricts this entire stretch of road to single way traffic. Small private vehicles are forced
right up against the walls and into the gutters to allow on coming vehicles to scrape past. This section of road is totally
inadequate for the existing levels of traffic le alone the massive increase the proposed development will generate.
Clip 3: Convent Ave east bound
This clip, taken at 1pm on 24th May - the quietest period for traffic - shows how east bound private vehicles cannot pass
oncoming traffic for long stretches of this road. Any HGV vehicles attempting to use this route into the city routinely
block all traffic in the entire area.
Again we draw the attention of the Bord to the total unsuitability of this road for cyclists. The suggestion by the
developers that the residents of the proposed development will 'cycle' and thus not require private vehicles for all
journeys is entirely false and demonstrates both a complete ignorance for local road conditions and a reckless disregard
for road safety.
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Annexe 3. Dash cam video footage on a USB stick.
/encl.
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